
CORN // HOLE
The game is simple, and so is the garden. Within a field of towering corn, two over-
sized platforms emerge from the ground. These tilted playing boards face each other, 
inviting visitors to stand atop the plinths that supports them. Face to face, families play 
in groups of two or four. No screens involved, only bags of corn.

The objective is to throw the bag into a hole in the platform, scoring three points if you 
succeed and one point if it lands on the board. The winner is declared at 21 points. 

If you were playing this game at a county fair in Iowa, you might think, “what a piece 
of cake!” But you are not in Iowa, and there is a long stretch of clover meadow between 
you and the playing board.  As players run back and forth to retrieve their scattered 
bags, the ground tilts in tandem with the playing board, drawing people to physically 
connect with the very playing board they stand on. 

As the day passes, the shadows of the corn fall across the playing field, drawing a deep 
connection between the game and its very roots. 
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A Monument to the Game



4 ft.210

MATERIALS - PLATFORM

The platform is visually distinguishable from the 
surrounding meadow. Corten steel would evoke an 
industrial past; recycled rubber sheet would provide 
an interactive surface; exterior rated chalkboard 
would provide a  markable scoreboard surface.

Corten Steel Recycled Rubber Sheet Exterior Rated
Chalkboard Material

Pour in Place Concrete Treated Wood Excavated Stones from Site

2. SECTION EAST-WEST

1. SECTION NORTH-SOUTH

MATERIALS - PLINTH 

The plinth material corellates to the platform 
material. Concrete would contrast strikingly with 
warm, weathered corten steel. Dark, blackened 
wood would seamelessly blend with a black recycled 
rubber sheet.  Excavated stones would feel endemic 
to the site and juxtapose a smooth chalkboard like 
surface. 


